
BARREL MANUAL & WARRANTY



Congratulations on the purchase of your PROOF Research barrel. At PROOF Research we’re committed 
[V�JYLH[PUN�Z\WLYPVY�IHYYLSZ�HUK�JVTWSL[L�YPÅL�Z`Z[LTZ�MVY�[OL�ZLYPV\Z�ZOVV[LY��6\Y�NVHS�PZ�[V�V\[WLYMVYT�
everything else on the market and instill lifelong devotion in our customers. Please read this manual in its 
entirety before installing and using your barrel.
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WARNING

-PYLHYTZ�ZHML[`�PZ�`V\Y�YLZWVUZPIPSP[`�HUK�T\Z[�IL�[OL�ÄYZ[�HUK�
JVUZ[HU[�JVUZPKLYH[PVU�VM�L]LY`�WLYZVU�^OV�OHUKSLZ�ÄYLHYTZ�
and ammunition. Before and while handling or cleaning your 
ÄYLHYT�MVSSV^�HSS�HWWSPJHISL�N\U�ZHML[`�WYLJH\[PVUZ�HUK�
guidelines, including, but not limited to, the following:

���)L�JLY[HPU�[OL�ÄYLHYT�JOHTILY�HUK�THNHaPUL�HYL�\USVHKLK��
 and the safety is in the “on” (Safe) position.
���;YLH[�L]LY`�ÄYLHYT�HZ�PM�P[»Z�SVHKLK��L]LU�^OLU�`V\»YL�
 certain that it’s not.

���2LLW�`V\Y�ÄUNLY�VMM�[OL�[YPNNLY�\U[PS�`V\»YL�YLHK`�[V�ÄYL�
���5L]LY�WVPU[�[OL�T\aaSL�VM�`V\Y�YPÅL�H[�HU`[OPUN�`V\»YL�UV[�� �
 willing to destroy.
���5L]LY�SLH]L�ÄYLHYTZ�VY�HTT\UP[PVU�HU`^OLYL�^OLYL�[OL`�
 would be accessible to children.
���:[VYL�ÄYLHYTZ�HUK�HTT\UP[PVU�ZLJ\YLS`�PU�ZLWHYH[L�SVJH[PVUZ��
Firearms safety is your responsibility. 

Make it part of your DNA!

NOTE: Never use bullets coated with molybdenum compounds 
(moly-coated) during the break-in period. Moly-coated ammunition 
should not be used until at least 100 rounds of standard copper-
QHJRL[LK�I\SSL[Z�OH]L�ILLU�ÄYLK��7966-�9LZLHYJO�KVLZ�UV[�
recommend the use of moly-coated ammunition in general.
To break-in the barrel, perform the following steps:

1. Shoot three shots and then clean (see cleaning 
 instructions on page 7). 
2. Shoot three more shots and clean again.
���:OVV[�Ä]L�TVYL�ZOV[Z�HUK�JSLHU�HNHPU�

INSTALLATION—

Installing your PROOF Research barrel requires special tools and 
ZOV\SK�VUS`�IL�WLYMVYTLK�I`�H�X\HSPÄLK�N\UZTP[O�

BARREL BREAK-IN—

Barrel break-in is performed in order to smooth out any 
micro-roughness in the bore that may occur after initial projectiles 
WHZZ�[OYV\NO�[OL�IHYYLS��;OL�ÄYZ[�ML^�YV\UKZ�ÄYLK�^PSS�[`WPJHSS`�
leave an uneven, and possibly excessive, distribution of copper 
in the bore, which is why it is sometimes necessary to use 
copper solvent. However, it’s not necessary to remove every 
trace of copper. Don’t overthink barrel break-in. 
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CLEANING—

In order for it to function safely and reliably, your PROOF 
Research barrel should be routinely cleaned and made free 
VM�Y\Z[��KPY[��NYLHZL�HUK�ÄYPUN�YLZPK\L��(S^H`Z�JSLHU�`V\Y�
ÄYLHYT�ILMVYL�HUK�HM[LY�SVUN�[LYT�Z[VYHNL��*SLHU�`V\Y�ÄYLHYT�
whenever it’s been exposed to moisture or dirt, mud, sand or 
grime. Dirt, powder residue, or oil in the chamber can cause 
malfunctions. Any failure to feed or extract a round may 
indicate a dirty chamber.

9,*644,5+,+�:6<9*,:�-69�*3,(505.�:<7730,:!
Cleaning Solvent:�)\[JO»Z�)VYL�:OPUL��/VWWL�Z�
 ��:OVV[LY»Z�*OVPJL
Copper Remover:�2.����*9�����)\[JO»Z�)VYL�:OPUL
Cleaning Rod: Dewey, Parker-Hale, Outers
Bronze Wire Brush: Sinclair International, Brownell’s
Bore Guide: Possum Hollow, Sinclair International
Brush Cleaner:�*9*�)YHRSLLU

CLEANING PROCEDURE—

NOTE: PROOF Research recommends always using a bore guide 
to protect the barrel throat from bowed or misaligned cleaning 
rods. Do not use brushes made from materials other than nylon or 
IYVUaL�HZ�[OL`�JHU�KHTHNL�[OL�PU[LYUHS�Z\YMHJL�VM�`V\Y�IHYYLS�

���*OLJR�[OL�JOHTILY�HUK�THNHaPUL�[V�LUZ\YL�[OL�ÄYLHYT�PZ��
 completely unloaded. 
2. Remove bolt. 
���(S^H`Z�JSLHU�[OL�IHYYLS�MYVT�[OL�JOHTILY�LUK�[V�[OL�T\aaSL��
 (the direction of bullet travel). To remove loose powder residue,  
 run three wet patches through the full length of the barrel using 

�� H�OPNO�X\HSP[`�VUL�WPLJL�JVH[LK�YVK��IYVUaL�IVYL�IY\ZO��
� HUK�WV^KLY�MV\SPUN�YLTV]PUN�ZVS]LU[��3L[�[OL�IHYYLS�ZP[�MVY��
� Ä]L�VY�[LU�TPU\[LZ��MVSSV^�ZVS]LU[�THU\MHJ[\YLY»Z�PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ��
4. Run one wet patch soaked with solvent through the barrel to  
 remove any dissolved powder residue. 
���-VY�OLH]PLY�MV\SPUN�ZVHR�H�IYVUaL�^PYL�IY\ZO�^P[O�ZVS]LU[�HUK��
 brush the barrel several times. Push the brush through the bore  
� \U[PS�P[�L_[LUKZ�IL`VUK�[OL�T\aaSL���5L]LY�YL]LYZL�[OL�KPYLJ[PVU��
 of the brush while in the bore.) Run three more wet patches  
 through the barrel and let the solvent work for another 
 ten minutes.
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6. Run three dry patches through the barrel or until the patches   
 come out dry. 
7. Follow steps 3 through 6 until the patches come out clean. 
Inspect the interior of the bore for copper fouling. Modern cartridge 
QHJRL[Z�HYL�THKL�THPUS`�VM�JVWWLY��*VWWLY�YLZPK\L�Z[PJRZ�[V�[OL�
barrel and can require more rigorous cleaning. A copper solvent may 
be necessary to remove copper fouling. Follow the manufacturer’s 
directions when using a copper solvent.
8. After all fouling has been removed and the chamber and bore are  
� KY �̀�WHZZ�H�ZSPNO[S`�VPSLK�WH[JO�[OYV\NO�P[�MVY�Z[VYHNL��(�ÄUL��SPNO[��
 gun oil is recommended.
NOTE:�)LMVYL�ÄYPUN��HSS�L_JLZZ�S\IYPJH[PVU�ZOV\SK�IL�YLTV]LK�HUK�
the chamber and bore should be thoroughly wiped dry.

AMMUNITION—

WARNING: Only use ammunition of the caliber that is inscribed on the left side of your barrel. 

([DPLQH�HYHU\�FDUWULGJH�\RX�SXW�LQ�\RXU�ðUHDUP�WR�HQVXUH�WKDW�LW�LV�XQGDPDJHG�DQG�RI�WKH�
correct caliber. 

PROOF Research will not warranty any damages or injury due to faulty, non-standard, 

“remanufactured” or hand-loaded ammunition. Reloading is the consumer’s sole liability. 

Use caution with wildcat cartridges as some do not have SAMMI (Sporting Arms and 

Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute) approved dimensions.   
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���<ZL�VUS`�JVTTLYJPHS�NYHKL�HTT\UP[PVU�PU�P[Z�VYPNPUHS�WHJRHNPUN��
 that corresponds with the caliber of your gun. The correct 
 caliber is inscribed on the left side of the barrel. You are 
 responsible for selecting ammunition that meets industry 
 standards and is appropriate in type and caliber.
2. Never use reloaded, wet, corroded, bent, dented, damaged or   
 waxed ammunition.
3. Never mix ammunition.
4. Never use reloaded, refurbished, hand-loaded or non-standard   
 ammunition of a different caliber.
5. Never leave ammunition unattended.
���:[VYL�HTT\UP[PVU�ZLJ\YLS`�PU�H�ZLWHYH[L�SVJH[PVU�MYVT�`V\Y�ÄYLHYT�

WARNING: Ammunition contains lead. Always wash 

\RXU�KDQGV�DIWHU�ðULQJ�RU�KDQGOLQJ�DPPXQLWLRQ�
WARRANTY INFORMATION—

We are proud to say that we receive an extremely 

low number of warranty inquiries. Of those few, most 
prove to be caused by improper installation or some other factor 
unrelated to our product. Please diligently evaluate all possible 
causes of functionality issues before making a warranty claim. 
If a customer returns a product for evaluation and our inspection 
and testing prove it to be of proper manufacture, functionality and 
accuracy, we reserve the right to charge a nominal fee to cover 
the cost of the inspection and testing. 

PROOF Research stands behind its products. If a warranty 
claim is merited, we are easy to work with and will make every 
YLHZVUHISL�LMMVY[�[V�LUZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�J\Z[VTLY�PZ�ZH[PZÄLK��

PROOF Research guarantees only those products manufactured 
I`�7966-�9LZLHYJO��@V\Y�^HYYHU[`�JHYK�T\Z[�IL�VU�ÄSL�^P[O�[OL�
factory within 30 days of delivery in order for the warranty to be 
valid. The warranty is only applicable to the original owner who 
has registered his or her ownership with PROOF Research. 

Before leaving the factory, your PROOF Research barrel was 
inspected and carefully packaged. PROOF Research has no 
control over product handling after it leaves the factory. 
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What Your Warranty Covers

Your PROOF Research barrel is warranted against defects in 
material and workmanship. If the barrel is defective in any way 
it should be returned to us. If after receipt and inspection of the 
barrel PROOF Research determines that defects have occurred 
due to manufacturing, all parts and labor, or replacement or 
refund will be covered at our discretion.

What Your Warranty Does Not Cover

Any component not manufactured by PROOF Research.
*Y`VNLUPJHSS`�[YLH[LK�TL[HS�^VYR�
Normal wear or barrel throat erosion.

Damage that is determined by PROOF Research to be the result 
of abuse, neglect, misuse, corrosion, improper care, or improper 
handling or installation.
Damage due to the use of wrong caliber ammunition or ammunition 
other than high-quality commercially-manufactured ammunition in 
good condition.
Damage due to natural causes or damage during shipping.
+HTHNL�VY�THSM\UJ[PVU�K\L�[V�HS[LYH[PVUZ��\UH\[OVYPaLK�
adjustments, parts replacement or service by anyone other than 
a PROOF Research technician. 

Warranty Continued

Transportation to and from our repair facilities, government 
fees, damage caused by failure to perform normal maintenance, 
ZHSLZ�V\[ZPKL�[OL�<UP[LK�:[H[LZ��KHTHNL�K\L�[V�OPNO�]LSVJP[ �̀�
high pressure, reloaded or other nonstandard ammunition, 
VY�HU`�\UH\[OVYPaLK�YLWHPY��TVKPÄJH[PVU��TPZ\ZL��HI\ZL�VY�
HS[LYH[PVU�VM�[OL�WYVK\J[�PZ�UV[�JV]LYLK�I`�[OPZ�3PTP[LK�>HYYHU[ �̀�
*VUZLX\LU[PHS�VY�PUJPKLU[HS�KHTHNLZ�HUK�VY�L_WLUZLZ��VY�HU`�
other expenses are not covered by this warranty.

Accuracy— Because the barrel is only one component of many 
[OH[�THRL�\W�H�JVTWSL[L�YPÅL�Z`Z[LT��^L�JHUUV[�N\HYHU[LL�[OL�
accuracy of our barrels unless they are purchased as part of a 
JVTWSL[L�7966-�9LZLHYJO�YPÅL�Z`Z[LT�[OH[�OHZ�ILLU�HZZLTISLK�
PU�V\Y�MHJ[VY`�I`�HU�H\[OVYPaLK�7966-�9LZLHYJO�[LJOUPJPHU��

;OPZ�SPTP[LK�^HYYHU[`�NP]LZ�`V\�ZWLJPÄJ�SLNHS�YPNO[Z��@V\�TH`�
HSZV�OH]L�V[OLY�SLNHS�YPNO[Z��^OPJO�]HY`�MYVT�Z[H[L�[V�Z[H[L�°:VTL�
states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty 
lasts, so some limitations or exclusions may not apply to you.

This Limited Lifetime Warranty is only applicable to the 

original owner who has registered his or her ownership 

ZLWK�3522)�5HVHDUFK��3OHDVH�ðOO�RXW�WKH�:DUUDQW\�
Card that accompanied this manual completely and 

return it to PROOF Research. Your warranty card 

PXVW�EH�RQ�ðOH�ZLWK�WKH�IDFWRU\�ZLWKLQ����GD\V�RI�
delivery in order for the warranty to be valid.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

& REPAIRS—

If you have a question, suspect a warranty problem, or need assistance with your PROOF Research product, please contact the factory 
at �������������� or email us at support@proofresearch.com��7SLHZL�KV�UV[�YL[\YU�HU`�WYVK\J[�[V�\Z�^P[OV\[�ÄYZ[�JVU[HJ[PUN�J\Z[VTLY�
ZLY]PJL�HUK�VI[HPUPUN�H�9L[\YU�4LYJOHUKPZL�(\[OVYPaH[PVU��94(��U\TILY��/H]PUN�`V\Y�ZLYPHS�U\TILY�H]HPSHISL��PM�HWWSPJHISL��^PSS�OLSW�
us expedite your service.

If a PROOF Research representative determines that a product should be returned for service, you will be asked to ship it to our factory. 

NOTE:�7VZZLZZPVU�VM�H�-LKLYHS�-PYLHYTZ�3PJLUZL��--3��PZ�UV[�YLX\PYLK�[V�ZOPW�H�YPÅL��-LKLYHS�SH^�HSSV^Z�JVUZ\TLYZ�[V�ZOPW�H�ÄYLHYT�
directly to the factory in the event of a warranty service claim.
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Please follow these instructions for shipping and handling:

���)LMVYL�ZOPWWPUN��LUZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�YPÅL�PZ�\USVHKLK�
���7HJR�`V\Y�ÄYLHYT�JHYLM\SS`�\ZPUN�H�JHZL�KLZPNULK�MVY�ZOPWWPUN�YPÅLZ�
3. Remove scope, slings and all other accessories unless otherwise  
� ZWLJPÄLK�I`�H�7966-�9LZLHYJO�[LJOUPJPHU�
4. Include the model number, serial number, description of damage  
 or problem, name, return address, phone number, and under what  
 circumstances the problem occurs.
���2LLW�H�YLJVYK�VM�`V\Y�ZLYPHS�U\TILY�^OLU�YL[\YUPUN�[OL�ÄYLHYT�
���*SLHYS`�THYR�`V\Y�YL[\YU�ZOPWWPUN�HKKYLZZ�VU�[OL�V\[ZPKL�VM�[OL�IV_��
 and inside on your instruction sheet.
���+V�UV[�ZOPW�SP]L�HTT\UP[PVU�^P[O�[OL�YPÅL�

Ship to the following address:

 PROOF Research

 10 Western Village Lane

 Columbia Falls, MT 59912
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